INTERFORENSICS is an exclusive new area dedicated entirely to International Forensics taking place this year at International Security Expo (ISE) 2019. Bringing forensics professionals from Government, Academia, Law Enforcement, Legal Investigation, Crime Labs and the Private Sector together under one roof to debate current challenges and to source the latest forensics technologies and services.

The brand new InterForensics will showcase key exhibitors from across the forensics spectrum all centrally located around the live Forensics Conference.

**EXHIBITION**
A dedicated zone will feature exhibitors providing solutions to the international forensics market.

**EXHIBITORS WILL INCLUDE:**
- Forensic laboratory facilities
- LIMS
- Evidence retrieval, analysis & storage
- Document Examination Equipment
- DNA collection & analysis
- Toxicology
- Forensic medicine, mortuary, autopsy & forensic pathology solutions
- Human identification
- Next generation sequencing
- Portable crime analysis vehicles and kits
- Cyber & Information security
- Digital & Information forensics
- CBRNe
- Robotics
- Training & education providers
- Forensic Triage
- Wet Forensics
- IT Hardware & Software, Data
- Blood Splatter Analysis
- Mobile Phone/Device Forensics
- Chromatography Equipment and Supplies
- Fingerprint Equipment/Services
- Forensic Ballistics/GSR Analysis
- Crime Scene Equipment/Products/Tools
- Law Firms

**CONFERENCE**
The new Forensics conference will outline some of the cutting-edge scientific techniques available and some that are so new they are not yet deployed.

**KEY THEMES INCLUDE:**
- Biometrics
- Drug testing
- Profiling
- Explosives forensics
- Document forensics
- Cyber forensics

**HIGH LEVEL SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE:**
- Senior Chemical Weapons Experts
- Senior Biometrics specialists
- Explosive Forensics Scientists
- Senior Level Home Office Speakers
- Professor of Molecular Detection Science

Want to exhibit and/or sponsor the conference? Get in touch at info@internationalsecurityexpo.com or call +44 (0)20 8947 9177
INTERSOC is a new focus area at International Security Expo (ISE) this year aimed at tackling international serious and organised crime. Bringing professionals from Government, Transport & Borders, Law Enforcement, Trading Standards and other regulatory and intelligence authorities together under one roof to debate current challenges and to source the latest technologies and services. The brand new InterSoc features a dedicated high-level Summit and Conference, plus a trail around the show floor of the key exhibitors from across the entire spectrum of serious and organised crime.

**EXHIBITION**

Solutions for the international serious & organised crime market will be on display with visitors able to follow a trail around the show floor.

**EXHIBITORS WILL INCLUDE:**

- Cybersecurity, Cyberspace, The Darknet
- Forensics solutions and investigation
- Artificial intelligence
- Automatic behaviour recognition
- Automatic vehicle location (AVL) and detection
- Drones and UAVs
- Intelligent sensor networks and smart sensors
- Radar
- Thermal imagers
- Command, control, communication and information
- Geographical profiling
- Public safety technologies
- Radio communications systems
- Threat assessment solutions
- Information processing and data analytics
- 3D Video content analysis (VCA)
- Crowd management and analysis
- Vehicle recognition
- Identification technologies
- Access control
- Bio-hacking
- Biometrics authentication and verification
- DNA methods
- Facial recognition

**EXHIBITORS INCLUDE:**

- NBCS
- Horn & Schwartz
- robin
- SCJS
- SelectaDNA
- VMS
- Forensics
- eskan
- GREY HERON
- Smiths Detection
- CINSIK

**SUMMIT & CONFERENCE**

The serious & organised crime content at ISE 2019 will delve into how organisations are tackling the real threats, how they are investigated and the advancement of technology. The Serious Organised Crime Summit will explore this from a high-level policy perspective and will be open to attendees on an application only basis, whilst the open conference on the show floor will focus on the delivery of countering the threat.

**KEY THEMES INCLUDE:**

- Dealing with Serious & Organised Crime
- Modern Slavery & Human Trafficking
- Child Exploitation
- Reducing Economic Crime
- Criminal Use of Firearms & Drug Reduction
- Tackling Fraud & Cyber Crime
- Dealing with Organised Immigration crime

**SUMMIT SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE:**

- Policy makers
- Highest level decision makers
- Leading government agencies including chief executive officers

**CONFERENCE SPEAKERS INCLUDE:**

- Senior Police at Chief Officer level
- Senior director of government agencies
- Senior civil servants
- Government agency directors
- Decision makers and budget holders across the serious organised crime community

Want to exhibit and/or sponsor the summit or conference? Get in touch at info@internationalsecurityexpo.com or call +44 (0)20 8947 9177